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We are badged as the IEA Clean Coal Centre

We are a technology collaboration programme, mandated by the International Energy Agency

We are supported financially by national governments (contracting parties) and by corporate industrial organisations (sponsors)
EXAMPLES OF RELEVANT REPORTS

POWER PROJECTS USING METHANE FROM COAL MINES, CCC/112

PROSPECTS FOR COAL AND CLEAN COAL IN UKRAINE, CCC/183

POTENTIAL FOR ENHANCED COALBED METHANE RECOVERY CCC/252

LOSSES IN THE COAL SUPPLY CHAIN, CCC/212

PROSPECTS FOR COAL AND CLEAN COAL TECHNOLOGIES IN KAZAKHSTAN, CCC/192

OPPORTUNITIES FOR COAL PREPARATION TO LOWER EMISSIONS, CCC/30

PROSPECTS FOR COAL AND CLEAN COAL TECHNOLOGIES IN TURKEY, CCC/239

ENVIRONMENTAL AND OTHER EFFECTS OF COAL MINING AND TRANSPORT, CCC/281
PROJECT EXPERIENCE ON CLEAN COAL

**•** Lead on proposed GEF7 project for clean coal activities in SE Asia along with establishing a global knowledge sharing network

**•** Evaluation and proposals for improving efficiency of existing and future coal fleets – US DOE projects in India and South Africa

**•** Coal knowledge training workshops in Malaysia and Colombia
UNECE ACTIVITIES IN KAZAKHSTAN

Worked extensively during 2016 and 2017 with UNECE to establish the basis for more sustainable coal use in Kazakhstan

Participated in the Kazakhstan energy ministerial, UN sustainable energy forum and the national economic forum
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